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To preserve memories!ގ
For ގmy ގGirl ގScout ގGold ގAward ގentitled ގThe̲ Time̲ Capsule̲ Project, ގI ގworked ގwith ގfour ގgirls ގthatގ
hold ގa ގspecial ގplace ގin ގmy ގheart. ގI ގwanted ގto ގfind ގa ގway ގto ގhelp ގempower ގthe ގgirls, ގraise ގtheirގ
self-esteem ގand ގcultivate ގlasting ގfriendships. ގI ގalso ގwanted ގthe ގgirls ގto ގhaveގfunގdoingގit. ގIގhelpedގtheގ
girls ގcreate ގpersonalized ގtime ގcapsules, ގwhich ގwill ގbe ގopened ގin ގfive ގyears ގ- ގin ގ2023. ގAs ގyou ގmightގ
imagine, ގthe ގgirls ގhad ގfun ގdeciding ގwhich ގitems ގto ގplace ގinto ގtheir ގtime ގcapsule ގeach ގweek. ގThe ގgirlsގ
worked ގtogether ގto ގdiscover ގthings ގthat ގwere ގimportant ގto ގthem ގand ގlearned ގabout ގthemselves ގandގ
each ގother ގin ގthe ގprocess. ގIt ގwas ގwonderful ގto ގsee ގthe ގhelp ގand ގsupport ގthey ގgave ގeach ގother ގweekގ
after ގweek. ގThe ގgoal ގof ގthe ގproject ގwas ގachieved ގwhen, ގthrough ގa ގvoyage ގof ގself-discovery, ގthe ގgirlsގ
organically ގbecame ގmore ގsocially ގaware ގand ގconfident ގin ގdiscussing ގthings ގthat ގwere ގimportant ގtoގ
them.ގގ
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For ގthe ގpast ގfour ގyears, ގI ގhave ގparticipated ގin ގa ގprogram ގcreated ގby ގthe ގFarmingdale ގYouthގ
Council ގcalled“ ގIt’s̲ a̲ Girl̲ Thing.” ގI ގhave ގbeen ގinvolved ގin ގthis ގprogram ގsince ގits ގinception ގin ގ2014,ގ
supporting ގthe ގmembers ގof ގthe ގgroup ގas ގa ގmentor, ގconfidante,ގandގfriend. ގMyގhopeގwasގthat ގIގwouldގ
make ގa ގdifference ގin ގtheގgirls’ގlives. ގLittleގdidގIގknowގhowގmuchގofގaގdifferenceގtheގgirlsގwouldގmakeގinގ
my life.ގ
It’s̲ a̲ Girl̲ Thing ގis ގa ގprogram ގdesigned ގto ގhelp ގspecial-needsގgirlsގfosterގnewގfriendships,ގbuildގ
self-esteem ގand ގcreate ގa ގsupport ގnetwork ގfor ގeach ގother. ގIt ގmeets ގevery ގSaturday ގmorning ގfromގ
November ގthrough ގMarch ގfor ގa ގcouple ގof ގhours. ގDuring ގthese ގmeetings ގthe ގgirlsގdoގfunގactivities,ގartsގ
and ގcrafts, ގand ގdiscuss ގissues ގimportant ގto ގthem. ގIt ގhas ގbeen ގincredible ގto ގobserve ގthe ގpersonalގ
growth ގof ގeach ގgirl ގweekގafterގweek,ގyearގafterގyear. ގWhenގitގcameގtimeގtoގworkގonގmyގGirlގScoutގGoldގ
Award, I knew I wanted my project to be centered around these girls. They have been my inspiration.ގ
While working on the time capsules, I gave the girls opportunity to work as a team, be creative,ގ
and demonstrate what characteristics give them an individual sense of identity. I felt these wereގ
crucial factors to incorporate into a time capsule and these would be things the girls would want toގ
reflect on in five years. We started off with some team-building exercises to get the girls warmed upގ
and comfortable working with each other. One of their favorite activities was standing on two longގ
pieces of wood (like two long skis) and walking together in unity. They learned how to work togetherގ
as a team to achieve their goal of moving forward across the floor.ގ
The girls worked on a different time capsule activity each week. It was important to remindގ
them of the purpose of the project. Each activity was designed to boost their self-esteem andގ
confidence. It was important for the girls to understand the meaning behind every activity. I wantedގ
them to know that the person who they will be in five years, will be similar, but probably somewhatގ
different from the person they are then. We discussed how things can change drastically in five yearsގ
and when the time comes to open their time capsule, they may discover that they’ve evolved into anގ
entirely different person.ގ
The girls made self-esteem collages by cutting out inspirational pictures and words fromގ
magazines and adhering them to a piece of cardboard. The purpose was to create a collage thatގ
represented their current personality, as well as their dreams and ambitions for the future. They alsoގ
filled out “All About Me” worksheets that described personal and demographic information aboutގ
themselves in 2018 that they could reflect on in five years’ time. The girls also wrote letters to theirގ
future selves which included a description of an extraordinary day they had, something they neverގ
wanted to forget, something they promise to themselves and things they want to do someday. Toގ
support the theme that the girls could achieve any goals they make if they put their minds to it, theގ
girls placed into the time capsules special plaques that read: she believed she could, so she did. Theގ
girls also painted small canvases with positive affirmations written on them. Finally, the girls broughtގ
some small items from home to include in their time capsule...things that were meaningful or specialގ
to them that they would look forward to seeing in five years.ގ
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To reinforce the idea that believing in yourself gets you halfway to your goal, I wrote the girls aގ
letter to put in their time capsule.ގގ
ގ
The Importance of empowering each other̲̲
̲
Good morning girls, today is the last day of Girl Talk which means it’s the last time we will work̲
on the Time Capsule. In five years, you girls will be able to open up your time capsules and see what is̲
inside. I hope when you girls open the capsules it gives you joy and it shows how much you’ve grown as a̲
person. I hope that you girls have enjoyed the activities and discovered a piece of yourselves or set a new̲
goal moving forward. Maybe you girls have learned something new about each other, because that’s the̲
point of our Saturday morning group. We learn about other people and we empower them and ourselves.̲
We girls can change the world and what helps to do that is if we support one another by uplifting each̲
other. So I encourage you girls to take away from this Time Capsule project that you girls have the̲
power. You girls can accomplish anything that you dream of or any goals you want to achieve in your̲
lives.̲̲
̲
-Sam̲
ގ
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In ގthe ގtime ގcapsules ގthere’s ގan ގenvelope ގwith ގa ގforever ގstampގwithގmyގaddressގonގit.ގI’mގ2023ގ
theގgirlsގwillގsendގmeގaގletterގofގtheirގthoughtsގandގfeelingsގreflectingގonގeverythingގwe’veގdone.ގThisގisގ
a day I cannot wait for it to come. . . . . . . . . . . . . .ގ
This ގwasn’t ގsimply ގan ގeighty-hour ގcommunity ގservice ގprojectގtoގmeގ-ގthisގwasގmoreގthanގthat.ގ
I’m ގnot ގsaying ގthe ގproject ގwas ގeasy ގbecause ގthere ގwere ގdefinitely ގdaysގwhereގIގfeltގoverwhelmedގandގ
felt ގlike ގgiving ގup. ގBut ގhere ގI ގam, ގwriting ގabout ގmy ގsuccess ގin ގleading ގthe ގproject ގI ގwas ގpassionateގ
about - a project that has unlocked my calling to become a special education teacher.ގގ
This project can be replicated around the community and around the country, maybe evenގ
around the world. Anyone can take on this project to discover what you value, and what makes youގ
unique. The objects or material you put into the time capsule will be the things you want to preserveގ
for the future. This project isn’t just limited to the four girls I made the time capsules with, anyone canގ
do it.ގ
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